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Solving PDEs: Two centuries ago

A. L. Cauchy 
(1789-1857)

S. D. Poisson 
(1781-1840)



Solving PDEs: Now



Question: Can you program a computer not only solve the PDE but also find the method or the 
algorithm for solving the PDE?



Kernel methods

O., SIAM CSE, March 2015, 
https://www.pathlms.com/siam/courses/1043/sections/1259/thumbnail_video_presentations/9883

ANNs

This talk



Problem



What is a kernel?



Kernel method solution



Which kernel do we pick?
Main question



Main objectives of this talk



Most numerical approximation methods are kernel interpolation methods 

Cardinal splines

https://slideplayer.com/slide/4635359/



Polyharmonic splines



The convergence can be arbitrarily bad if the kernel is not adapted 



PDE adapted kernel



PDE adapted Gaussian prior



Current popular kernel for the numerical homogenization of elliptic PDEs



Which kernel do we pick?



Interpolation problem

Family of kernels

Kernel/GP interpolant 

Question



Empirical Bayes answer



Kernel Flow answer



Question

Model

Theorem



Experiment

Question?



Experiment 1



Experiment 2



Takeaway message

More comparisons



Extrapolation problem

Assumption

Fundamental problem



Simplest solution



Example: Bernoulli map



Example: Bernoulli map



Example: Hénon map



Example: Lorenz system



Not limited to toy problems

Also works for extrapolating climate/weather time series



Kernel methods can perform well on extrapolation problems 
if the kernel is also learned from data

Takeaway message



Which kernel do we pick?



Physics informed neural networks



We need to open the neural network back box

Why?





Problem



Problem

Ridge regression solution



Artificial neural network solution



Residual neural network solution



ODE/Dynamical system interpretation of ResNets



Mechanical regression



Particular case



Mechanical regression



Theorem

What kind of optimization problem is this?



Image registration



Image registration



Image registration with landmarks 



Image registration with landmark matching

Generalization





Idea registration is  ridge regression with a warped kernel

Theorem



Idea registration is  Gaussian Process Regression
with a prior learned from data

Theorem



Idea registration is  Gaussian Process Regression
with a prior learned from data

Theorem



Brittleness of 
Bayesian 

inference implies 
the brittleness of 

ANNs

https://youtu.be/o-nwSnLC6DU?t=74





How do we fix it?

Training without regularization

Training with regularization



Kernel methods Idea registration



Idea registration

Theorem



Idea registration

Corollary



In feature space



Bayesian interpretation

Theorem



Composed idea registration 



Related work

This work



Main message 

Thank you



What are these?



https://slideplayer.com/slide/10637983/

How do we know that
these are all dogs?

Socrates



Plato’s allegory of the cave

https://www.studiobinder.com/blog/platos-allegory-of-the-cave/



Plato’s theory of forms

https://twitter.com/PhilosophyMttrs

reddit/PhilosophyMemes

https://slideplayer.com/slide/10637983/


